The goal to achieve grid parity for photovoltaics in the near future is stimulating the development of high efficiency solar cell technologies which has spark off strong activities in silicon heterojunction solar cell development in the recent past leading to a number of high efficiency devices at or beyond 20% efficiency in different laboratories. Heterojunction silicon solar cells show interesting properties which are distinct from those of standard crystalline silicon solar cells due to the combination of thin film and crystalline cell technologies. This paper focuses on device properties of the heterojunction technology (HJT) cell developed at Roth & Rau such as temperature and irradiation dependent performance and cell stability under accelerated stress tests. The results demonstrate an improved energy yield of the Roth & Rau HJT cells that is to be expected under realistic operation conditions.
Experimental
The HJT cells developed in the R&D of Roth & Rau Switzerland are processed on commercially available n-type mono crystalline silicon Cz wafers with an edge length of 5 inch and pseudo-square format. Processing of HJT cells is described in more detail in [1, 2] . First the wafers receive a saw damage removal followed by an alkaline texturing and subsequent cleaning. Using the new, in-house designed PECVD reactor the front side is processed by deposition of an intrinsic followed by a p-type amorphous silicon layer of 10 -25 nm combined thickness thus forming the p-n junction of the device. On the rear side a stack of intrinsic and n-type amorphous silicon layer is deposited in the same type of PECVD reactor. The devices are completed by sputtering of a TCO on the front and back, sputtering a silver layer on the rear and printing a silver contact grid on the front side with a low temperature paste. The cell is cured at temperatures below 250 °C which cures the pastes and finalises the device. All steps are performed using mass production scalable processes and materials.
Device properties

State of the art
Due to the outstanding passivation properties effective minority carrier life times above 2 ms at excess carrier concentrations of 10 15 /cm 3 and below are obtained on Cz wafers when passivated with i/n and i/p amorphous layers as used in the cells. On FZ control samples life times close to 10 ms corresponding to an effective surface recombination velocity of around 1 cm/s were achieved. This is due to an excellent uniformity control with uniformity deviations of less than ± 5 % and ± 2 % for the i/n and i/p stack thicknesses, respectively [1] and control of the layer quality. Therefore, the devices exhibit typically open circuit voltages in the range of 720 -730 mV and thus champion devices show efficiencies of 21.3 % on 4 cm2 area and 19.4 % on 5 inch pseudo-square wafer cells with 149 cm 2 , respectively. 
Temperature dependence
The favorable temperature dependence of cell performance of heterojunction cells is revealed by characterizing the cells from approximately 10 °C to 60 °C using a steady state sun simulator with the irradiation adjusted to 1000 W/m 2 and a spectrum of a Xe lamp. Due to the high capacity of the HJT cells the IV curves were swept with moderate voltage ramps from I SC to V OC . The temperature was controlled with a Peltier controlled chuck. As can be depicted in figure 2 (b) the temperature behavior of the efficiency is largely determined by the temperature behavoiur of the V OC . The excellent temperature coefficient (T C ) of -0.21 %/K in power stems from the low temperature coefficients of V OC and FF. With the latest process refinements an increase of the passivation quality of our a-Si layers was achieved exhibiting increased life times at minority carrier injection levels of 10 15 /cm 3 and lower injection levels compared to the previous processes. Therefore, we were able to improve the FF and to obtain a better T C for the FF compared to previous cells. The temperature coefficient of the FF is measured as low as -0.01 %/K. An increase of the slope of the IV curve at Voc following a power law indicates a temperature dependant transport resulting in a weak temperature dependence of the FF. Since also the resistive properties of the cell namely the shunt can determine the FF strongly it should be noted that with our current technology very high parallel resistances are obtained which are instrumental in achieving a low T C (FF) for the HJT cells.
Hence, the TC of the efficiency/power could be improved from previously around -0.27 %/K to -0.21 %/K. The absolute temperature coefficient of the V OC is typically in the range of -1.6 mV/K to -1.7 mV/K or -0.23 %/K to -0.24 %/K while the T C of the I SC is typically +0.04 %/K.
Conventional homojunction crystalline silicon solar cells with diffused emitters have temperature coefficients in the range of -2 mV/K to -2.2 mV/K for the V OC [3, 4] . Therefore, the low relative T C (V OC ) of HJT cells is not only caused by the high absolute V OC of over 720 mV but also by the an effectively approximately 30% reduced absolute T C for the heterojunction cells compared to typical homojunction cells. The latter homojunction cells are having thus T C s in the range of -0.35 %/K to -0.45 %/K for efficiency (relative). Assuming normal operation condition temperature (NOCT) of around 55 °C for a roof mounted PV system this will translate into 6-8 % performance advantage (relative) and hence energy yield at real operation for the developed HJT cells over conventional technology.
Irradiation dependence of cell performance
The 5 inch HJT cells were characterised at different irradiation intensities by using steel meshes with different mesh openings as neutral density filters to adjust light intensity without altering the irradiation spectrum that the cells receive. The HJT cells exhibit a linear behavior of current with irradiance as expected. The FF of the HJT cells shows an increase towards low irradiance from 76.4 % at standard test conditions (STC) to just over 79 % at 50 -60 W/m 2 . Thus, the efficiency remains high also under low irradiation conditions and maintains 80 % of its STC performance at only 10 W/m 2 . The V OC of HJT cells show a strong logarithmic relation to irradiation thus indicating one dominant recombination and transport behavior over the investigated irradiation range. This also indicates the high surface passivation quality that does not exhibit increased recombination at lower injection.
Cell stability with annealing and light soaking
Device stability is an important issue for solar cells in general. The passivation quality of the intrinsic amorphous layers in silicon heterojunction cells is known to deteriorate at temperatures above 250 °C for longer annealing time. Thus, non-encapsulated HJT cells were stressed and monitored during long term annealing at 150 °C and light soaking at an intensity of 1 sun and cell temperature of 50 °C both in ambient. While the monitored cells did not exhibit degradation due to light soaking during the stressing time for prolonged annealing at quite high temperatures of 150°C an onset of FF decrease was observed at stressing times exceeding 100 h. Since the cells were not encapsulated the degradation in ambient was mainly caused by oxidation of the contacts. This could be observed in a discoloration of the metal contacts and an associated increase in series resistance of the solar cell. Similar stress tests were conducted at 100 °C where considerable less performance deterioration could be measured.
IV characteristics
The characterisation of silicon heterojunction cells reveals particular requirements to the voltage sweep time due to the high capacitance of the cells. When the cells are swept too fast from I SC to V OC this results in reduced FF measured because of charging effects of the cell capacity reducing the measured current. If the cells are swept too fast in the opposite direction from V OC to I SC the discharging effect increases the measured current leading to an overestimation of FF. This problem is especially relevant for module characterisation which is often done with a flash tester that requires rather short sweep times in the ms range. The same is observed on cell level and requires an adapted way to measure the correct STC performance of silicon heterojunction cells.
Conclusion
High efficiency heterojunction silicon solar cells (HJT cells) have been developed at Roth & Rau Switzerland. The current status of development resulted in champion efficiencies of 21.3 % for cells with an area of 4 cm 2 and 19.4 % for cells with 149 cm 2 , respectively on 5 inch n-type Cz wafers. The cells exhibit an excellent temperature behavior with temperature coefficients as low as -0.21 %/K for the power thus having only half the losses due to increase of cell temperature compared to conventional mono-Si cell technology. This will result in a performance advantage and hence in energy yield of up to 8 % (relative) at cell operating temperatures of 55 °C. The HJT cells also show a good low irradiation behavior which is likely improving energy yield even further under realistic operation conditions. Thus, the Roth & Rau heterojunction technology developed by Roth & Rau Switzerland can have the anticipated positive impact on reducing photovoltaic energy generation costs and bringing PV faster toward grid parity.
